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Abstract
The climate emergency mandates a refocusing of society and education on the relationship between
humans and the more-than-human world. Emerging from decades of social constructionism that openly
promoted climate science denial, social and educational theorising now engages with new materialist
philosophies and the agency of matter. Physicist Karen Barad’s book Meeting the Universe Halfway,
cited over 13,000 times, offers an ontological foundation for new materialism based on her idiosyncratic
application of quantum physics. While critically reviewing Barad, I found myself unexpectedly “sliding
back down” into the terrain of my physicist pastime, rereading quantum mechanics in depth. I reflect
here on how this “ontological detour” empowered me to “climb up a ladder” towards the theoretical
foundation for my PhD project in climate change education. I argue that ontological grounding and
cross-disciplinary engagement are vital for advancing research and gaining perspectives through
lateral connections.
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Introduction
My PhD research is centred on teachers' experiences in the time of the climate emergency. The current
trajectory of humanity is frightening, not only for the climate scientists who know it best (Renouf, 2021)
but also for teachers, who need to convey the situation to the next generations (Bencze & Alsop, 2014;
Bright & Eames, 2020; Kwauk, 2020). My research with “climate activist teachers” is motivated by the
broader question of how society, particularly our education system, must transform itself to meet the
challenges ahead. A summary of the approaches in Aotearoa, New Zealand, published by education
researchers at Waikato University and myself, introduces the issues (Everth et al., 2021). And further, I
can recommend reading Tannock’s (2021) book Educating for Radical Social Transformation in the
Climate Crisis.
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The theorising for my research led me beyond the educational domain and into interrogating
humanity’s relationship with reality. This paper is about aspects of this quest and the “ontological
detours” it has generated. Working through the literature review for PhD research can sometimes seem
like the proverbial game of Snakes and Ladders. One comes across exciting new sources, which, like
the ladders in the game, provide uplifting evidence to defend the thesis’s approach. But sometimes, one
might encounter a widely cited author whose book is essential reading, yet doubts begin to emerge about
the author’s theorising. And with deeper reading, these doubts consolidate. Behold, a “Snake”! And
before long, one becomes engaged in an unexpected detour into new territory, which demands
significant time and effort. Yet, just then, possibilities of deeper learning and perhaps even advancement
of the field may beckon. Here I report on such a snake-like encounter with the widely cited book Meeting
the Universe Halfway by Karen Barad (2007). It sent me back to my past time as a physicist, the world
of quantum mechanics, and towards consolidating the ontological foundations of my research. And I
argue that a well-considered ontology is an essential aspect of social science research in The
Anthropocene (Crutzen & Stoermer, 2013). I hope that my ontological quest might be inspirational to
others doing research in our time.

The climate emergency: Searching for realism in crisis times
The climate emergency is here, and the world is standing at a human-generated precipice resulting from
a failed relationship of society with the more-than-human world. And, I argue, the failure to avert this
crisis has been aggravated by anti-realist ontologies and epistemologies, which dominated late 20thcentury thinking. The physical facts of climate change have become undeniable. Anthropogenic
greenhouse gas emissions are heating Earth’s climate at an unprecedented rate (Keller et al., 2018; Trisos
et al., 2020), and if critical tipping points are crossed in the coming decades, Earth may be pushed
irreversibly towards a hot-house that places the habitability of our planet at risk (Duffy et al., 2021;
Schellnhuber et al., 2016; Steffen et al., 2018). According to Ceballos et al. (2017), human actions have
already triggered a sixth mass extinction event.
Yet despite clear warnings by climate scientists (Arrhenius, 1896; Hansen et al., 1981; Ripple et
al., 2017, 2021) and the IPCC since 1988, greenhouse gas emissions accelerated during the last four
decades. This was also a time of systematic climate science denial, orchestrated by the fossil fuel
industry and so-called “conservative” political interests (Oreskes & Conway, 2010) and worsened by
the rise of populist fact and science-denying post-truth politics (Ford, 2018). However, it may come as
a surprise to many that the campaigns against climate science and science facts were actively aided by
the then prevailing anti-realist and constructionist stance in the social sciences, particularly in science
and technology studies (STS), where the deconstruction and relativisation of science facts had become
a core tenet of post-modern thinking (Schindler, 2020). In a culmination of anti-realism, Riegler (2001)
concluded that the external reality is at best “irrelevant” (p. 4). This stance set social constructionism up
on a collision course with the growing normative facts of climate change observations and caused some
of the leading voices in the social sciences to overtly support the narratives of climate science denial in
defence of relativism, as Hansson (2020) extensively documents. However, eventually, dissenting
voices were heard in the academy. Latour (2004), one of the leading authors of the STS movement,
lamented about the STS community’s tenets: “Why does it burn my tongue to say that global warming
is a fact whether you like it or not? … What were we really after when we were so intent on showing
the social construction of scientific facts?” (p. 227). Yet others now argue that STS bears no
responsibility for our situation today (Hoffman, 2018).
It could be well argued that if the academy had sided early with climate scientists, humanity might
find itself in a much better geopolitical situation with regard to climate change today. For education in
times of the climate crisis, the social sciences’ past emphasis on constructionist theories and the
deconstructing, politicising and relativising of science facts remains problematic to this day, with
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relevance for contemporary research. When I went through the training to become a science teacher at
Waikato University in 2010, this conflict was palpable to me. And when I returned in 2020 to begin my
PhD, it re-emerged as a yet unresolved and significant aspect of my theorising. And it reared its head
anew when encountering new materialism and, in particular, the work of Karen Barad.

New materialisms, the agency of matter and Barad’s quantum theories
When searching for ontological anchors during my early PhD literature review, new materialist writings
that acknowledge the agency of matter and the more-than-human world seemed like a breeze of fresh
air. I can recommend the collection of essays by Coole and Frost (2010) as an excellent entry into the
broad church of new materialist literature. Among my readings, MacLure’s (2017) hard to refute fiveword statement, “discourse does not discipline matter” (p. 7), stands out. It instantly points to a core
argument of critique of the constructionist relativism that had troubled me. What else needs to be said
to justify an ontological turn towards exploring reality beyond the human mind? And via the pedagogy
of re-conceptualising climate change as an entanglement by Blanche Verlie (2017), I finally arrived at
Karen Barad’s (2007) seminal book Meeting the Universe Halfway, which inspires Verlie’s theoretical
approach.
Meeting the Universe Halfway surpassed 13,000 citations in 2021, elevating it to the top rankings
of social science literature as a foundational work in new materialism. Barad (2007) draws on feminist
socio-politics and her idiosyncratic interpretation of Bohr’s quantum physics to propose a theory of
agential realism. The foundation of agential realism lies in Barad’s elevation of the quantumindeterminism of the microcosm, where certain properties of microscopic quantum objects remain
indeterminate until “measured” through an interaction with a macroscopic entity, to an ontology of
indeterminism at the human and the social scale. According to Barad (2007), anything that relates to
something else, Barad calls these “relata”, including human bodies, things and words, remain
indeterminate outside specific agential intra-actions (p. 150). Barad (2007) then goes much further to
claim that relata do not preexist their relations, “rather, relata-within-phenomena emerge through
specific intra-actions” (p. 140). According to Barad (2007), performative discursive practices are
causative for the appearance of all material phenomena. This has, as Barad (2007) states, “far-reaching
consequences for grasping and attending to the political possibilities for change, the responsible practice
of science, and the responsible education of scientists” (p. 34). Clearly, Barad (2007) is writing about
central aspects of the theorising for my own research, and arguably that of many other social science
researchers, as evidenced by her citations.
However, Barad’s (2007) application of quantum physics to the macroscopic realm does not
correspond with views held widely in the physics community nor with the observation that reality at the
human scale appears to be classical with more or less persistent objects, subjects, their properties and
the information they can encode. In fact, preexisting relata and their properties determine which intraactions can and do occur and how. Climate change, for instance, would not be an issue if preexisting
hydrocarbon fossil fuels had not been turned into CO2 by human actions and if the properties of the
accumulating CO2 molecules in the atmosphere did not cause them to absorb Earth’s outgoing infrared
radiation strongly. I sensed that I had arrived at a “snake field” on my theoretical quest. Was Barad’s
theory perhaps the old idea of the social-discursive generation of reality, now shifted from a relativist
epistemology to a relativist ontology dressed in an authoritative cloak of quantum physics? Was it wise
to rely on Barad’s (2007) ideas for my research? So I felt compelled to reread quantum physics myself
and engage with a critical appraisal of Barad’s premises.
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The emergence of classical reality at the human scale from quantum physics
Returning to quantum physics reconnected me with advances made over the last decades in decoherence
theory, which plausibly explains how classical reality at the macro-scale emerges naturally due to
quantum interactions at the micro-scale in a well-connected open universe. Since Zeh (1970),
decoherence theory has been developed into a robust framework by Zurek (1994, 2003, 2021) and many
others (Blume-Kohout & Zurek, 2006; Brandão et al., 2015; Joos, 2006). An excellent summary of the
field is provided by Schlosshauer (2019) in Memoriam of Zeh. And further, classical reality and the
persistence of entities, their properties, and encoded information is essential for the emergence of
complex self-organising systems, the evolution of life, and the emergent phenomena that predicate our
own existence (Clayton & Davies, 2008; Jheeta, 2017; Maturana & Varela, 2012). Contrary to Barad,
and backed by decoherence and emergence theories, I argue that there is a significant break between the
quantum indeterminism at the microscale and the emergent domain of classical reality at the human and
the social sphere with its novel properties.
Barad’s ideas of quantum physics and her scale-jumping from the micro to the macro-scale have
been critiqued by others (Faye & Jaksland, 2021; Hollin et al., 2017). And further, Jaksland (2021) and
Holzhey (2021) speak of the inherent risks of Barad’s authoritative application of quantum physics to
the construction of social theorising. Jaksland (2021) argues that drawing on complex transdisciplinary
theorising risks speculative theories being applied uncritically by those who cite such work and take its
basic premises for granted. And with regard to quantum physics, Holzhey (2021) argues broadly against
the use of fundamental ontologies of physics for social politics and states that a pragmatic physics of
emergence “may be helpful in devising strategies to deactivate the normativity of fundamental
ontologies, including those of physics itself” (p. 262). Holzhey (2021) concludes that it is not the
reduction to matter’s fundamental ontologies but the “novel character” (p. 268) of emergent properties
at the human scale that matter. I agree, and argue, based on my ontological detour, that Holzhey’s ideas
dovetail with accepting classical reality as suggested by decoherence theories and support a refocusing
on what emerges at the “polticico-mechanical” interface of human society with the environment that
predicates our existence. I argue, that for the many readers of Barad (2007) in the social sciences, this
critique of her work that arose from my unexpected detour could be helpful. For a full version of this
paper, see (Everth & Gurney, 2022).

Conclusion
I am deeply convinced that the fate of civilisation will be decided at the nexus between natural sciences,
ecology, social theorising, politics, economy and, arguably, the agency of matter itself. Unquestionably,
transdisciplinary engagement that brings together expertise from many fields will become essential.
However, in emphasising Jaksland (2021), my detour might inspire others to be cautious when citing
transdisciplinary work without going back to sources and emphasises the need to engage with the
critique of fundamental ideas directly. Perhaps this is a key point I can make, irrespective of the
relevance of the context of my quest. And as unexpected journeys go, such engagement may lead to
unexpected insights and promote productive theoretical discourse.
In the struggle to safeguard our future, I agree with Demeritt (2006) that social science theorists
and commentators need an “epistemologically secure foundation from which to speak truth to power”
(p. 456). I argue that confidence in speaking truth to power is a central aspect and aspiration of research
outcomes and will strengthen the defence of doctoral dissertations. And for education, epistemologically
secure foundations enhance the ability to explain the world to our students with confidence. My
ontological detour into quantum physics in search of my own foundation now entices me to explore
realist philosophies of emergence at the human scale. However, more snakes and ladders may likely
await on the path ahead. Roy Bhaskar (Bhaskar et al., 2010; Bhaskar, 2011) is next on my reading list.
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